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Saturday, January 29. 2011

Gary Spivey - A Huge Fraud
Gary Spivey - A Huge FraudOk... So maybe the tickets were free.
I don't normally spend my time talking or thinking about psychics or their proclaimed abilities, but last night I saw a guy
that really takes home the "Gay Psychic Pissflap Award".
This fucking retarded pickle-kissing ass ramming shithead actually stood there with a straight face and told mothers that
had lost their sons and people that were addicted to drugs, that they had evil "drug" or "suicide" spirits in them. "Do you
feel your face getting warm, DO YOU FEEL YOUR FACE GETTING WARM? That's the spirits leaving your bodies.
Now snap they're gone. Do you feel that? The warmness in your feet? Huh? Now you're better"... "Seriously ass
monkey?", I thought to myself. "Seriously?"
Oh but it got better. This Mushroom-haired waterhead gave people advice... Like REAL advice, on things that he should
NEVER be giving advice on. Topics like "I have a feeling my x will kill me". Guess what you precocious prick. We have
a thing called "Law Enforcement", and we pay for them with our taxes. You actually agreed with her after she said "I feel
like my X is going to kill me" with the statement, "Oh yeah he will".
People came to the microphone crying having just lost a loved one to suicide. He "helped" them by talking about
chariots and "angels that swore" taking their loved ones to heaven because "he" had helped.
I guess this crook has some kind of 'in' with the big guy upstairs. After all; if there is a God, I am sure he picked a huge
white afro wig-wearing, delusional, money-gubbing, potty-mouthed perverted asshole to do his bidding.
It would be one thing if he told people he was an entertainer, and nothing more... If he was even a half-ass good
entertainer.
Unbearable. I met a lady in the hallway that stated, "Can you believe how horrible this is?"

Posted by TK (Admin) at 15:27
Yes, he's a fraud but they're everywhere. And it's the choice of those who lost a loved one to even go to see such a charlatan. Giving
uneducated advice is a staple of psychic loons. Nobody is dragging the bereaved to go see this clown. But FFS leave the debunking
and criticism to James Randi.
Anonymous on Jul 23 2011, 16:11
You dick head,and if GOD picked a huge white Afro wig-wearing, delusional, money-grubbing, potty-mouthed perverted asshole to do
his bidding. Then so be it. God is the one to choose who he wants. You analytical right head thinking no chance to gaining
enlightenment fool. Quit thinking with your mind and work with the imaginary muscle God gave you. Maybe that's to hard for
someone like you. Oh yeah Gary is making the money and he is very blessed. What sa-matter he shouldn't make money for his
efforts. Well he does, and if he is a scammer, than he's very good at it. Just because you don't see it or feel it. Doesn't make him a
Freud. I witness first hand of his amazing gift. However you have to be open minded you dill-ho. If you got something to say you've
got my e-mail Shit head. yours truly spiritwarrior320
Anonymous on Oct 10 2011, 12:26
what a horrifying person you are, spiritwarrior320. Way worse than gary.
Anonymous on Oct 24 2011, 18:49
All gays are liars: http://eternian.wordpress.com/2010/03/01/all-gays-are-liars
Anonymous on Dec 25 2011, 19:48
@Strabismus "is dragging the bereaved to go see this clown." No one said they were being dragged. Further, the Bible does say
Satan has control over the people of this world in general, so in a way, or figuratively, they are being dragged, or at least tugged hard
by him. He's able to manipulate the mind and heart, and sometimes, and I don't know how often at all, but the Bible indicates it
happens, a person can even be entirely taken over by a demon.
By the way moderator, what's with not allowing posts "soon"? What a waste of time, people will end up losing the data or forgetting
what they wanted to say from having to wait some arbitrary amount of time. It doesnt even say how long to wait, who the hell wants to
stick around monitoring this just to leave a post?
"Spam Prevention: You cannot post a comment so soon after submitting another one.
Your comment could not be added because comments for this entry have either been disabled, you entered invalid data, or your
comment was caught by anti-spam measures." And that captchas are horrible: they flip letters and or numbers upside down. What the
hell kind of nonsense is that? Further, if the captchas are on a timer, and you have to wait, then you'd have to repost AGAIN just to
get through since you'd have to reenter the captcha! Do you want comments or not?
Anonymous on Dec 26 2011, 01:45
First, Daniel, you do realize the Christian Bible is really just a bunch of made up stories, right? Your unicorn and fairy gay bashing
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shit is idiotic.
Secondly, Daniel, today happens to be Christmas and I was enjoying spending time with family and was quite uninterested in
moderating comments from queer-bashing right wing lunatics (such as yourself). I have no remorse for spending the day as I did
instead of sitting in front of the computer waiting for a nasty bigot to leave comments on my website.
Thirdly, Daniel, If you feel the need to comment on one post more than once every few minutes, you are either spamming my website,
or your thoughts are so disjointed and organized, you should actually take the time to gather them and post them all at once.
Lastly, Daniel, the captcha system is easily cracked by a lot of blog spamming systems that try to automatically decipher them. That it
why I use it. For every bigoted, intolerant post I get from baby-raped assholes with daddy issues - I get 30-40 Spam entries from
people in the Netherlands trying to sell penis pills and breast enlargement... I will be happy to send these on to you since you seem
like you might need both. Also, for every good comment I get I have to wade through 80-100 posts from penis pill SPAM AND lunatic
right wing evil cocks like you.
I approve every post that is not specifically and obviously SPAM. EVERY ONE.
I am sorry I didn't make more room during my day to make sure that your hate-filled anti-gay Nazi propaganda comments make into
the web comment system in a timely manner.
If your vagina is so tender and itchy maybe you should be reading a different blog you pickle-kissing bitch.
Anonymous on Dec 26 2011, 02:17
"First, Daniel, you do realize the Christian Bible is really just a bunch of made up stories, right?"
logical fallacies committed by just your first statement alone:
1) begging the question -- Circular reasoning in which a claim is assumed to be true and is then tucked in the conclusion.
2) Rhetorical fallacies, or fallacies of argument, donâ€™t allow for the open, two-way exchange of ideas upon which meaningful
conversations depend.
For example, ending your statement (without evidence) with, "right?" appealing to your emotional state of feeling that you are right /
AFFIRMING THAT YOU ARE RIGHT WITH A QUESTION (which is nonsensical and reveals an emotional appeal rather than logical).
Instead, they distract the reader with various appeals instead of using sound reasoning. They can be divided into three categories:
Emotional fallacies unfairly appeal to the audienceâ€™s emotions.
Ethical fallacies unreasonably advance the writerâ€™s own authority or character.
Logical fallacies depend upon faulty logic.
Ripley's believe it or not, I spent many years refuting arguments against religion, God and the Bible, over 500 arguments, some
refuted in over 25 ways. I even grouped them by subject and cross-referenced them. One of the fallacies from which most seemed to
come from, made by ignorants like yourself, was, "There is no absolute truth" which big surprise, is usually made by atheists (surprise
surprise the Bible says God is the source of all truth and truth itself, so guess what happens when you reject truth? Exactly: you
become a delusional, confused, arbitrary, hypocritical, contradictory liar). I also found many of the arguments contradicted other
arguments (arbitrary as I said). It's terrible that you state things as a fact based on assumption and ignorance, and when you know
that you do very little looking into religion but rather are a boastful full who thinks because he's learned a little that he knows a lot and
therefore may play teacher. You also reveal your maturity level (which is tied in to knowledge and understanding level) with your
crude language on top of everything else, showing that you are a disrespectful person who lacks self control (immature people don't
learn much do to not being able to get along with others and because they don't respect anyone enough to learn much from them).
The rest of your rant was ignored, besides that being the obvious thing to do with a time waster like yourself but because the Bible
says to "avoid arguments of ignorance" and after carefully reading 500 arguments, from many morons like yourself, I can sniff a time
waster from a mile away.
"The fool (very wicked man) has no pleasure in understanding, but only in airing his own heart (feelings, well imagine that, the Bible
you argue against before reading (how stupid is that? to, as the Bible says: "answer before listening") condemns feelings bashing and
opinionators who reject reasoning), and that verse comes from the world's wisest man, King Solomon, who you don't even come
close to touching. Next time moron: don't assume who you're talking to, let alone anything at all. Assuming is for idiots. how is it
arrogant, immature emo-idiots who delight in cruelty like yourself end a whopping argument defeat against an enemy? The cliche
drama dots: ... and ... wait for it: Fail. You're a blind guide with a log in your eye pretending to care for the well-being of the good. And
moron: If I speak logically in my reply, why moron, did you rush to speak against me as if I were illogical? Stupid. And you're still using
the stupid captcha? Moron.
Anonymous on Dec 26 2011, 03:18
"First, Daniel, you do realize the Christian Bible is really just a bunch of made up stories, right?"
First of all Mr. I Wish Princess Diana Would Die Already, you're a sociopath, sociopaths don't care about the truth and are chronic
liars. So moron: stop pretending to care about and know the truth. Second: No arrogant lazy brain, because unlike you I actually
bothered to look for the evidence, which wasn't hard using a search engine and being that I have a brain to read with and love for
truth, unlike you, a cheap shot ranting moron who is merely interested in showing off regardless of whether or not he knows what he's
talking about. Dur. Even an atheist knows the story of Noah is true you lazy idiot. Here moron, leg work for you that your idiot self who
pretends to care about truth should have done yourself: http://amzn.to/skeptic_on_noahs_ark. Further, idiot, all a moron like you had
to do was look on atheist dominated Wikipedia (besides reading it you moron) to see that even those atheists, who despise
Christians, admit that from King Solomon's time on "the historical events are apparently true" you idiot. Massive massive idiot.
Just think idiot: "Jerusalem", hint hint: real city. Hint hint: mine wanna check the rest of the stories then. And moooooroooooon: do you
seriously think you have a time travel machine to lol, say, "Oh this didn't happen, don't you know that, right?" No wonder morons like
you think you saw the billions and billions of Carly Sagan years old Big Butt Bang happen. What a kooky crackpot you are. And let me
guess, you also believe in the magical stories of little bacteria things being made by Frankenstein's lightning, and then turning into
dancing laughing exploring theists? Dur? Yet you tell me about "made up" stories lol? Show me a transitional fossil stupid guy. Come
on, you had the the last 15 billion years of dead animals, plants and people to come up with a single one. Can't do it, because you're
gullible, RIGHT?! Right.
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Logical fallacies committed by just your first statement alone:
1) begging the question -- Circular reasoning in which a claim is assumed to be true and is then tucked in the conclusion.
2) Rhetorical fallacies, or fallacies of argument, donâ€™t allow for the open, two-way exchange of ideas upon which meaningful
conversations depend.
For example, ending your statement (without evidence) with, "right?" appealing to your emotional state of feeling that you are right /
AFFIRMING THAT YOU ARE RIGHT WITH A QUESTION (which is nonsensical and reveals an emotional appeal rather than logical).
Instead, they distract the reader with various appeals instead of using sound reasoning. They can be divided into three categories:
Emotional fallacies unfairly appeal to the audienceâ€™s emotions.
Ethical fallacies unreasonably advance the writerâ€™s own authority or character.
Logical fallacies depend upon faulty logic.
Ripley's believe it or not, I spent many years refuting arguments against religion, God and the Bible, over 500 arguments, some
refuted in over 25 ways. I even grouped them by subject and cross-referenced them. One of the fallacies from which most seemed to
come from, made by ignorants like yourself, was, "There is no absolute truth" which big surprise, is usually made by atheists (surprise
surprise the Bible says God is the source of all truth and truth itself, so guess what happens when you reject truth? Exactly: you
become a delusional, confused, arbitrary, hypocritical, contradictory liar). I also found many of the arguments contradicted other
arguments (arbitrary as I said). It's terrible that you state things as a fact based on assumption and ignorance, and when you know
that you do very little looking into religion but rather are a boastful full who thinks because he's learned a little that he knows a lot and
therefore may play teacher. You also reveal your maturity level (which is tied in to knowledge and understanding level) with your
crude language on top of everything else, showing that you are a disrespectful person who lacks self control (immature people don't
learn much do to not being able to get along with others and because they don't respect anyone enough to learn much from them).
The rest of your rant was ignored, besides that being the obvious thing to do with a time waster like yourself but because the Bible
says to "avoid arguments of ignorance" and after carefully reading 500 arguments, from many morons like yourself, I can sniff a time
waster from a mile away.
"The fool (very wicked man) has no pleasure in understanding, but only in airing his own heart (feelings, well imagine that, the Bible
you argue against before reading (how stupid is that? to, as the Bible says: "answer before listening") condemns feelings bashing and
opinionators who reject reasoning), and that verse comes from the world's wisest man, King Solomon, who you don't even come
close to touching. Next time moron: don't assume who you're talking to, let alone anything at all.
Assuming is for idiots. You're a blind guide with a log in your eye pretending to care for the well-being of the good. And moron: If I
speak logically in my reply, why moron, did you rush to speak against me as if I were illogical? Stupid. And you're still using the stupid
captcha? Moron.And moron: you're hit counts are overblown, because many of them are from people reloading the page to post
another comment and trying to see if their comment was posted, if they got the captcha right, and because the spam message is on
the top in small letters and hard to notice. You're a cheater.
How is it arrogant, immature emo-idiots who delight in cruelty like yourself end a whopping argument defeat against an enemy? The
cliche drama dots: ... and ... wait for it: Fail.
Wow, what a "fag", I couldn't even post this after two hours have gone by, giving you yet another fake hit. What a fag. Seeya
sociopath. Woah... yeah, sociopath, you're no better than Gary Spivey. Hypocriiiiiite. Clean your filthy mouth before railing against
Spivey for his, common sense idiot, common sense. Fail. And idiot: since you show no desire in discussing, and are an ignorant idiot,
no offense, and evidenced by refusing to correct your stupid inferior captcha system, which once again idiot: wastes everyone's time,
I'm not even going to bother reading your reply, and have unsubscribed. Not alive to listen to a moron preach his feelings all day long,
sure not gonna wait hours just to reply, gay.
And lol, what an ass-waster: the moron banned me from even seeing his ranting: TALK ABOUT PLUGGING UP YOUR EARS,
CLOSING YOUR EYES, AND RUNNING AWAY LOL! WHAT A WEAK MINDED NINNY! SUPER FAIL! LOL! FAAAAAAAIL.
HYPOCRIIIITE.
Wiiiinnniiing.
P.S.
If gays admit to being liars, then what business did you have saying, "No, Bible wrong, waaaah," when it says they're immoral and
deluded? See how stupid you are yet Mr. No, It Can't Be Right! WAAAAH!
Bye scared whiner
Anonymous on Dec 26 2011, 04:12
BTW this nutjob states on his website
"You can also seek my services in better parenting and spotting and breaking bad parental habits. I also offer help with exorcisms.
Demon possession can be confused with someone having a mental disorder. The price will depend on the difficulty of the evaluation
and the length of the service."
Parenting advice? exorcisms? Demon possession? Ok... This kid is really enjoying his life in his parent's basement... "Daniel! What
are you doing down there?!?". "Nothing, Ma, just writing about demon possessions"!
Complete retarded monkey. If there is an afterlife, and it contains intolerant homophobic people like Daniel... We will definitely meet
there. You have nothing in common with your Christ who helped the poor, the needy, and the prostitutes. You are more of the "glass
house" self-righteous bigot the Bible warns about being the antichrist.
See you dude.
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Anonymous on Dec 26 2011, 04:28
spiritwarrior320 is living proof that humans fuck monkeys...
spiritwarrior320 < village idiot
Anonymous on Apr 7 2012, 16:11
I liked Gary. He was able to tell me something very specific about my father who crossed over. Also, my back is better. He is unusual
but real.
Anonymous on Apr 17 2012, 19:59
"Cat's Cradle" by Kurt Vonnegut deals with a religion based entirely on lies, and yet the population in that book embraces it.
There should be a little elf shaped door (In a nice 70s style wood paneled trim) in all of your hearts for this guy and his white afro-wig.
In fact Christianity can use a lot more people like him. The less it can be taken seriously, the greater a chance we have to some
human rights going on...
Anonymous on May 30 2012, 12:37
I just wanted to say that Gary is soooo really screwed up in the head. I asked him why my daughter was seeming to pull away from
me her own dad, he told me that my relative messed with my daughter, during a family gathering during the holidays. Gary said she
was about age 12.
Needless to say we called police and took this inside and a story from my daughter to court. After the relative served time in jail, my
daughter told the family that it never happened and she lied about it all because this radio "jack wagon" said it did so she just made
up some stuff to add to the story....never thinking it would go this far....When I called him again on kdwb he tried to recent his bs and
said it was another relative but it happened...this fraud should be fired!!!! Who knowingly ruins peoples lives like this...
Anonymous on Jul 12 2012, 10:16
I do like his hair though. He has to have tremendous cajones to just be who he is and the hair too. Wow. BTW anybody who would
put their faith in this jackhole deserves what they get! My humble opinion only
Anonymous on Aug 5 2012, 18:32
You guys are all fucking hilarious. Keep up the good work! Thanks again. Ta ta.
Anonymous on Aug 8 2012, 09:56
Klausekilski I can go 20 different ways with that answer. Tell your mother to tuck you in before I come home to screw her. She must
like fucking less than a village ldiot or you would not exist. come on now I hate to bring myself down to your level . All I know you
could be a kid for that matter and or a nerd, definitely white I know that. let's see you like you like little girls oh no you like little boys.
how much dirt should I throw out there for you.
Anonymous on Dec 19 2012, 20:50
I have never read any blog or post as angry as this. The writer even disrespects the people that comment on his/her site to an
extreme. It's so immature. From the beginning of reading this you can sense the hate & anger by all the adjectives used to describe
Gary Spivey or even the people that leave comments. The writer, blogger whatever you wanna call it definitely has personal issues of
anger within. It's an "I'm right you're wrong" type of attitude. Kinda like how an adolescent would think and talk. I can't even focus on
what I just read because it was overpowered by so much anger by the writer and his/her responses back to the people....shame. I'm
sure I will get a nasty reply back but that's expected. How I ended up clicking on THIS site...(hands in the air).
Anonymous on Oct 26 2013, 11:16
So What I'm wondering is if he helped anyone find a lost ring? I have a lost ring. I can't freaking find it anywhere! 101.3 claims he's
that good. That he'll help U find it.
Anonymous on Mar 7 2014, 21:23
TK, how can you complain about anti-gay bigotry when you used words like "pickle-kissing ass ramming shithead" in your post?
Those sounds like anti-gay words to me. What's wrong with "pickle" kissing? Or ass ramming? Check yourself.
Anonymous on Aug 8 2014, 17:53
No narcissist ranting mron I don't realize it is fake, to shorten your stupid childish rant, the rest of which I ignored after that, as you're
obviously a moron who argues without listening and craves attention and nothing else. Here stupid ignoramus:
http://eternian.wordpress.com/evidence
Unlike you, I don't rant, don't waste time with foul language like an immature kid who can't grow up and thinks anger makes him right.
"But foolish and unlearned questions avoid, as you know they only breed quarrels." - The apostle Paul, correcting your stupid
airheaded mindless self.
Anonymous on Oct 27 2014, 18:42
You sick God delusional freak. Spivey is a piece of shit and will spit blood in hell with all the other fakes like fake christians and
preachers. Most self proclaimed christians are lying perverts.
Anonymous on Jan 6 2015, 17:11
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Gary must be real. However, he is expensive. He must have a lot of expenses to pay. I hope he helps everyone with his gifted power.
I wish he charged less to people whom cannot afford. Please pay more if you can to support him so he can give breaks for low
incomes. Thank you.
Anonymous on May 13 2016, 13:27
It's always amazing when you see what trash post a or other white trash. MAy you, Gary and Jesus burn in hell
Anonymous on Jul 30 2016, 15:55
Agreed. This guy is a total fraud. Seen it first hand.
Anonymous on Nov 11 2016, 22:39
in 2008 I gave spivey 800.00 yea I feel like a fool now, my husband committed suicide (He had health problems)and spivery hardly
said anything and at one point (we were on the phone) he said oh wait a minute I need to close the door!!) and took forever to come
back to the phone I should have gone to see Theresa Caputo and saved 600.00 shes for real...spivey takes advantage of people in
pain...I hope people get wise
Anonymous on Mar 16 2017, 02:01
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